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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

 

A. Background of the Study: 

 

    Prostitution is a form of community disease that must be stopped from spreading, 

without neglecting efforts to prevent and improve it. Pimping in the practice of 

prostitution is an important aspect because most cases of prostitution that are exposed 

in Indonesia, especially in big cities, are run by pimps. Today with technology, Pimps 

used both non-coercive and coercive management styles across and within market 

segments of the illicit sex trade, Pimps who are activity managing internet-solicited sex 

workers, the development of prostitution is very easy to obtain.1 The use of internet-

based technology makes it easier for pimps to run their business, usually immoral 

content through online media such as WhatsApp is used to attract customers. Many 

pimps who use online media with immoral content are only tried with minimal penalties 

that originate in the Criminal Code only. We know that the use of online media as a 

medium for promoting prostitution can be punished more severely under the provisions 

contained in Law Number 11 of 2008 concerning Electronic Information and 

Technology. Prostitution is the exchange of sexual relations for money or gifts as a 

prostitution trade transaction.2 Meanwhile, in prostitution there are several people 

involved, including service providers, service users, and Commercial Sex Workers 

(CSW).

 
1 Hanuring Ayu dan Suparwi, “Analisis mengenai Prostitusi Cyber Bagi Para Pelaku dan Bagi Para 

Mucikari di Indonesia”, Jurnal Litbang Provinsi Jawa Tengah, Volume 17 Nomor 1- Juni 2019 
 
2“Arti kata prostitusi menurut KBBI”, diakses dari https://jagokata.com/arti-

kata/prostitusi.html#:~:text=%5Bprostitusi%5D%20Makna%20prostitusi%20di%20KBBI,banyak%2
0tempat%20perjudian Pada tanggal 12 Februari 2020 pukul 08.59 WIB 
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     Online prostitution is a form of crime that has developed due to advances in science and 

technology. The development of technology has led to the proliferation of the prostitution business 

because it can take advantage of the internet for transactions and prostitution deals3 Advantages of 

using computer technology and the Internet, activities that prostitution no longer need to meet in 

places where the workers are usually sold, such as brothels or on the side of the road. This is 

definitely safe for both service users and commercial sex workers. The use of the Internet as a 

marketing tool for commercial sex workers (CSW) and pimps to attract clients is becoming more 

and more popular. Using internet media gives flexibility for someone to conduct transactions 

without having to meet in person. 

     Crimes arising from the Internet are mostly hidden , because the victim does not notice them, 

although they may occur while on the internet, because the offender has the technical capabilities 

to accurately enable him to commit his crime.4 It should be noted in this regard that the crime 

committed online is faster than legislation, due to the tremendous and rapid technological 

development embodied in the Internet, In addition to the various conferences held by pirates and 

pimps, which allow them to create very complex means and methods The legislation has never 

known it before in order to commit their crimes. 

     The Internet is a global system of interconnected computer networks that has revolutionized 

nearly every aspect of human lives. Internet technology and the development of cyberspace have 

taken society to the next level of evolution. An integral feature of societal evolution has been the 

development and use of technology and its associated components.   

         The Internet and the number of Internet users have grown faster than anyone ever imagined. 

As people continue to venture into cyberspace and do more of their professional activities online, 

this has created tremendous opportunities for online prostitution and adultery. 

          Computer programs and websites have seen tremendous progress, and this has made it easier 

to communicate between people in all parts of the earth through online communications, With the 

discovery of social networks one by one, the convergence of the world has increased through these 

networks for their ease of use and popularity globally, especially the "Tik-Tok" application 

between young, old, male and female alike. 

     After the spread of Covid-19 and quarantine around the world, the whole world has resorted to 

 
3 Prambudi Adi Negoro, “Invantri Graham Oerba Atmadja, Analisis Terhadap Prostitusi Online Ditinjau Dari 
Hukum Pidanapositif Di Indonesia”, Recidive Volume 3 No. 1 Januari- April 2014 
4 The Book of Crime Committed Online by Researcher Daghir Yusuf, Discussion Date 6/3/2013, page “14-15” 
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the Internet, The Internet is not only a tool to use for work, study or pleasure but is a very important 

part of our life in general. It gives that magic feeling to accomplish things and be invisible, but this 

invisibility or perceived invisibility, maybe lead to actions someone wouldn’t do in person or in 

public actions that might be wrong. 

     And with billions of people isolated in their homes and country borders closed due to Corona, 

Social networking and information sharing have become part of personal accessories at the 

international level5, criminals find it difficult to earn money from their "traditional activities" such 

as theft and smuggling, which made them resort to new tricks. 

     Today children face many risks, from privacy issues to violent and inappropriate content to 

online scammers and the specter of online sexual grooming, abuse and exploitation. Threats are 

increasing in intensity and perpetrators are increasingly operating simultaneously, across many 

different legal jurisdictions. 

     The global novel Coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic has seen an increase in the number of 

children joining the internet world for the first time, to complete their studies and maintain social 

interaction. The restrictions imposed by the virus not only meant that many younger children began 

interacting online much earlier than their parents had planned, but also the need to reconcile work 

obligations that rendered many parents unable to supervise their children, leaving young adults. 

At risk of being accessed to inappropriate content or being targeted by criminals in producing child 

sexual abuse material. 

       In the recent period, these networks dominated the times and ideas of members of society, so 

they spent most of their time in front of computer screens, which contributed to reducing customs 

and traditions,6 Despite the many interminable benefits of using social media networks, there are 

those who abuse this technique, including committing crimes and promoting intellectual and 

behavioral deviation among the program's promoters, whether in the image or video breakers, and 

being influenced by what they publish in the absence of the censor and the universality of those 

networks. Today there are criminal networks with black markets on the Internet where commerce 

takes place and criminals can perform specialized roles such as distributing child sexual abuse 

images. Social networking sites (such as Facebook, Twitter, and My Space) provide niches for 

 
5  Article Social media writers and their role in the formation of groups of deviation among young peoplen, page 21, 
2015, Reporting by Ibrahim Manawar Marshoud 
6 Social media writers and their role in the formation of groups of deviation among young people, page 23, 2015, 
Reporting by Ibrahim Manawar Marshoud  
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bullying and stalking. Crimes that were previously committed in person, such as stalking and 

bullying, were posted online where the perpetrator could reach their victim 24 hours a day, seven 

days a week. 

        The increase in cybercrime has led to investigation difficulties because enforcement agencies 

are not equipped to deal with computer crime due to their technologically advanced nature and the 

fact that cybercrime can occur almost instantly. Police have been hobbled by a lack of expertise in 

this technical area and weak current legislation limiting jurisdiction. There are tens of thousands 

of law enforcement agencies around the world and many of them are not aware of computer crimes. 

The existing mechanisms of international police cooperation are designed for rare serious crimes 

such as terrorism and murder, while cybercrime is a minor crime committed on an industrial and 

global scale. 

            Current mechanisms for international police cooperation are slow, expensive, and not 

designed to deal with cybercrime. What is specifically illegal varies from country to country: the 

leading global legal framework, the Council of Europe Convention on Cybercrime, has been 

ratified by the United States but has not yet been ratified by the majority of EU member states. 

Once states agree on what counts as a crime, law enforcement agencies will still have little 

incentive to work together on globalized crime. 

            Crimes by their very nature exist in the existence of human and develop with development, 

and since human is always in constant development thanks to the information revolution advanced 

technology , We find scholars and righteous people trying to benefit from it , On the other hand, 

you find that criminals are also trying to benefit from technical progress , Technology became both 

permissible for all good and bad7 , Indeed, the criminals were able to acquire more experience and 

skills in dealing with the Internet and committing cybercrimes via satellites. And their crimes are 

no longer confined to the territory of one state, but transcend all state borders, Commercial and 

new crimes represent a form of artificial intelligence crimes, and it was difficult to enter them 

within the traditional criminal descriptions in national and foreign criminal laws, This necessitated 

the development of national criminal legislative systems with legislative intelligence similar to 

criminal intelligence. 

          The explosion of information and communication technology has provided unprecedented 

 
7 Dewi Bunga. (2012). Prostitusi Cyber: Diskursus Penegakan Hukum Dalam Anatomi Kejahatan Transnasional. 
Udayana University Press. Hal 11. 
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opportunities for children and youth to communicate, communicate, share, learn, access 

information and express their views on matters affecting their lives and societies. 

          To reduce the risks of the digital world while enabling more children and youth to reap its 

benefits, governments, civil society, local communities and international organizations must come 

together to achieve a common goal. Policy-makers in particular are needed to achieve the 

international goal of keeping children safe on the Internet. 

           The use of children (under the age of eighteen) to satisfy the libido of others is not new. 

Since man began to record human life, there have been reports of how adults - who were usually 

men albeit sometimes women - exploited children for pleasure, or in the name of religion, to satisfy 

pathological tendencies, or in an attempt to exploit a relationship of power, or simply because they 

think they will get away with it. 

          There is no data on the scale of sexual cyber trafficking around the world. But every year he 

sends millions of reports of sexual exploitation to the authorities online. It is a multi-billion-dollar 

industry. This illegal industry has emerged with the digital age and is linked to globalization8. Live 

broadcast crime has escalated as a result of the global expansion of remote communication, as well 

as the global spread of the Internet and smartphones, especially in developing countries. The use 

of programs, encrypted communication systems, and network technologies that are constantly 

evolving have also contributed to facilitating these crimes, in addition to the growth of 

international e-commerce payment systems with bank transfer services and cryptocurrencies that 

conceal the identities of dealers. 

          Then came the "Tik Tok" application, this application used to publish clips most of them 

carrying talents (or belief in the presence of talents) in acting, singing and dancing, which 

expanded in an unprecedented way over the weeks of the ban that began in mid-March. The users 

and recipients of the exciting application found a golden opportunity to express the talent and at 

the same time follow and watch the talent, and then either like and share on other communication 

sites, or be free to press charges,9 issue judgments and hang those who prove according to the 

criteria of each personal follower that he is a lewd or outside on the customs and traditions and 

religious view the wall. 

 
8 https://www.liputan6.com/global/read/4024634/12-negara-dengan-bisnis-prostitusi-terbesar-di-dunia-ada-nama-indonesia   
9 Article from the Ministry of National Education - Ministère de l'Éducation nationale Algérie - 
   warns of the use of “tik tok”, Reference: Ministry of Post, Telecommunications, Wireless and Technology 
Correspondent No. 022 dated January 9, 2019 
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           The Tik Tok application is a controlled race that pushes you to try to stand out from your 

peers who are users of the application, to reach fame and have big fans, and to be their inspiration, 

the owner of the golden crown, and you will do a lot for that, otherwise you will be frustrated and 

feel that you are not acceptable in this huge community that the number of active users exceeded 

500 million monthly users! This tremendous growth and brilliant success of the application Tik 

Tok attracted attention greatly, as it is making its way quickly on the path of Snapchat, which was 

a great success, and Facebook did not succeed in joining it to his fearsome octopus kingdom, and 

just as Facebook did with Snapchat, the bone-breaking stage came. 

          Sexual trafficking in cyberspace has increased after the Corona pandemic. Online demand 

is directed “through social media, the dark web and message platforms” that provide easy access 

to potential victims, but conceal the identity of the perpetrators. 

B. Identification of the Problem: 

Based on the description of the research problems above, the problem formulation is: 

1. What is the judges' legal considerations in deciding cases of online prostitution in 

Indonesia and Egypt? 

2. How does law enforcement to providers of online prostitution services in Indonesia 

and Egypt? 

 

C. Statement of the Problem: 

Based on the background of the study above, this research gives information about: 

1.   To understand the profile of judges' legal considerations in deciding cases of 

online prostitution in Indonesia and Egypt ? 

2.  To understand the Comparison of Law Enforcement Against Providers of Online 

Prostitution Service Users in Indonesia and Egypt? 

D. Research Objective: 

Based on the research questions that mentioned above, purposes of the study are: 

3. To deal with technology and rationalize its use, to reduce its risks and negatives 

for the individual and society. 

4. To understand Law Enforcement Against Online Prostitution Service Providers in 

Indonesia and Egypt. 
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5. To understand the Comparison of Law Enforcement Against Online \ Prostitution 

Service Providers in Indonesia and Egypt. 

6. To sensitize people about the existence of these CSW {commercial sex works} 

about society and their impact as well as efforts to eradicate these CSW in their 

shelter. 

 

 

 

E. Limitation of the Problem 

In this study, the researcher identified the problem in analyzing the side effects of 

using Tik Tok and other applications as technical information during the pandemic era 

of 2020. 

1) Exposes the dangers of the Internet, social media, pornography, and sex trafficking. 

With billions of people on social media today. 

2) A responsibility parents to monitor and mentor our children. Predators and 

pedophiles hide in the shadows through online games, social media, and apps, 

posing a serious risk to unsuspecting children. 

3) Discussing positive laws and legislations that we must address these issues. 

 


